Local community perception toward the incentive system in the sustainable tourism quality development at Linow Lake, North Sulawesi
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Abstract: This study aims at examining the perception of local community toward the incentive system which was applied in the tourism industry in Linow Lake. The results of the study show that Linow Lake is a natural tourism object which is potential to be developed to support local government revenue and local community welfare. Linow Lake is a geological phenomenon having high natural resources and biodiversity thus; its development needs to consider the nature preservation aspects. The local government has developed an incentive system in order to accelerate sustainable tourism at Linow Lake. However, local community feels that the system does not run well. The local people think that non-physical aspects, such as management, need to be improved more professionally. In addition, intensive training and education related to the management of tourism objects, like Linow Lake, is indispensable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tourism is one of the promising sectors which can help to improve national revenue and foreign exchange, to improve the quality of the environment, and to promote cultural and natural potentials of the country to the world. UNWTO records that tourism is one of the economy boosters in many countries and regions around the world. Asia Pacific is predicted to experience rapid tourism growth and development. Asia Pacific is naturally and culturally rich; it is a zone with such high biodiversity and multi-ethnic inhabitants having attractive culture and beautiful nature [1].

Indonesia is one of the famous tourism destinations in the world for its various culture and natural resources [2]. In Indonesia, tourism development gains serious attention from both local and national governments [3]. The government of Indonesia believes that tourism sector plays such important role in the development of local regions and acts as a catalyst in the development and advancement of other sectors. Tourism can open up employment for local communities [4] [5]. Tourism development in many parts of the world is always supported with such comprehensive policy instruments, especially in the optimization of economic profits with yet high consideration on nature and local culture preservation [6].

A set of regulations established by the government to direct development programs that support nature protection has become an incentive system which is quite effective to support nature preservation. In Indonesia, the incentive system can be found in Indonesian Law Number 24 of 1992 (about Spatial Planning Regulations) which explains that an incentive systems is a set of rules aims at giving stimulus toward Green Open Space establishment. On the other hand, regulations aim at limiting the number of activities to preserve the Green Open Space is called as disincentive [7].

In the context of sustainable development, the proportion of incentive and disincentive must be made in such ways that the development of tourism can stimulate the preservation of balanced ecology, yet it does not counterproductive toward sustainable development programs [6]. According to Law No. 24 of 1992, there are two forms of incentives, namely economy incentive and physical incentive. Economy incentive is always related to the giving of compensation and reward. Physic incentive can come in form of infrastructure and facilities [7]. To support the development of tourism, it is common for government to build infrastructure and facilities [4] [8] [9].

In developing countries, the success of local incentive system in the development of tourism is rarely studied, and it becomes one of the main weaknesses in the planning and development of local tourism. Criticism
is mostly directed toward the gaps of policy and reality. This study aims at examining the local community perception toward the incentive system in the sustainable tourism quality program at Linow Lake. Tomohon, a town located in North Sulawesi, is chosen as a study site since this town is aggressively developing its tourism to support the program of North Sulawesi Province that is making this province as one of the world tourism destinations.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

Study site
The study takes place in Linow Lake, Tomohon, in North Sulawesi. Tomohon is located in mountainous area with such cool climate and extraordinary mountainous scenery. Geographically, Tomohon is located ±700 m asl surrounded by three mountains namely Lokon Mountain (1,689 m asl), Mahawu Mountain (1,311 m asl) and Masarang Mountain (560 m asl). Lokon Mountain is one of the most active volcanoes in North Sulawesi, last erupted in 2012. The volcanic effect of these three mountains lead Tomohon area as fertile areas that good for farming activities.

Linow Lake is one of the natural wealth which is potential to be developed into a tourism attraction in Tomohon. Linow Lake is a volcanic lake with the width of 34 hectares which is still showing some signs of geological phenomenon in form of sulfur craters. The sulfur content causes the water to always change colors. The beauty of Linow Lake has long attracted tourists to come. Administratively, the lake is located in Lahendong Village, South Tomohon District, Tomohon Regency, North Sulawesi Province. It is very easy to get into the lake. It is located 4 km from the town center and it can be reach by public transportation from Tomohon bus station for only IDR 2,000 per person. The fee to enter the lake is IDR 25,000 per person.

Research procedures
The study was conducted from October 2012 until March 2013 in Lahendong Village. The study was done in three main stages, namely understanding the documents on development policy of Tomohon, distributing questionnaires to respondents, and descriptive gap analyses.

Study on policy documents was done by reading the documents of Tomohon government on tourism development. The official documents such as Medium-Term Development Plan, Government Work Plan Year 2011, 2012, and 2013, and other documents were analyzed. Incentives policy which was written on the documents was recorded for further analyses.

Field observations were done by visiting the lake regularly. The basic bio-geo-physic characteristics, as well as the quality of facilities and infrastructure around the lake were observed and recorded. Questionnaires were distributed and interviews were done to find out local community perceptions toward the implementation and the incentives of tourism development plans in Tomohon. The respondents consisted of the government staff in district and village office, the staff at Tourism Department in Tomohon, the local people around Linow Lake, and tourists visiting the lake. There were 100 respondents filling in questionnaires in total. Several key informants were then chosen to be interviewed as to gain deeper data on perceptions and incentive performance in relation to the development of Linow Lake as a tourism object.

Gap analysis was made by comparing the incentive policy established by the government with the perceptions of the local people. The gaps analyzed were then discussed by referring to theories and results of previous studies by still considering the typology of the town and aspects in the management of the town of Tomohon.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Tourism in Linow Lake
Linow Lake is a volcanic lake which is related to geological process in Tomohon area as a volcanic area. The water of lake contains sulfur. Visiting volcanoes and other geothermal phenomena is becoming more popular. The popularity of the area, i.e. geological feature, is often becomes the key for the economic growth in the regions around tourism objects [10] [11].

Located in mountainous area, the beautiful scenery around the lake and the preserved environment, mostly dominated by hills and mountains, supports the tourism development program. The existence of the green area on altitude above 700 m contributed to the formation of cool and fresh micro climate, creating relaxing environment. In many parts of Indonesia, lakes located in this kind of place have grown into attractive tourism objects able to develop economy and wealth of the local community and the region.

On the areas surrounding the lake, the geological phenomenon of volcanic zone has caused some cracks on the ground, spouting hot boiling water and white smoke containing sulfur. There are no plants found in areas around the lake which are directly affected by the sulfur. Plants grow on areas where sulfur is not present. On those areas, many kinds of trees, bushes, and herbs grow. Sometimes, grouses are found in the lake.
Certain kinds of bugs, local people call them as sayok and komo, are also found around the lake. Linow Lake is the important habitat for Tomohon’s biodiversity.

Local government has provided and built a path around the lake for people to enjoy the beauty of the lake closely. The central bursts of sulfur are not open for tourists regarding safety concern. Tourism spots are opened in areas which free from sulfur smoke to guarantee the safety of tourists. Safety is the most important aspect to consider in tourism. This means that tourists must not be put into risks of visiting dangerous areas [12]. Some other infrastructure supporting tourism in Linow Lake is wooden bridges facing the lake, cottages, toilets, restaurants, playgrounds, and parking lots. Technically, the infrastructure and facilities provided are good enough and fulfill the standard for quality infrastructure and facilities in tourism areas [13].

According to the administrators of the lake, most of the tourists visiting to the lake are from Asia, such as Japan, Korea, China, and Singapore. This is not so much different with the national data on the trend of tourist origins coming to Indonesia [14].

3.2. Tomohon tourism policy

Policy on tourism development in Tomohon is an integral part of the North Sulawesi development plans to become a world class tourism destination. North Sulawesi is very rich in natural resources and culture which can be used as the main tourism attractions. North Sulawesi has long been famous with its undersea tourism at Bunaken Island [15]. The policy related to tourism development in Tomohon is written in the government documents such as Medium-Term Development Plan and Government Work Plan Year. Some basic aspects affecting the development of tourism in Tomohon are consideration on the harmony between the vision of the North Sulawesi government that is making North Sulawesi a world class tourism destination and the trend of tourism growth in Tomohon. The data on the number of tourists coming to Tomohon shows an increase, as much as 22% in 2010, and the number of domestic tourists increases as much as 93% [14].

The priority of tourism development in Tomohon in 2013 is on the optimization of support from other sectors in the preparation of Tomohon in to a quality tourism object. Priority is also given to the effort of improving investment on tourism sector, optimization of information and communication technologies (ICTs) advancement as a promotional medium, and improving the quality and quantity as well as professionalism of human resources. Innovations by the local government are part of the efforts to improve tourism performance in Tomohon. An area which is designed to attract investors and visitors must provide sufficient facilities and infrastructure [16].

In the context of planning system, there are three main important issues to realize Tomohon as a tourism destination (Figure 1).

The results of document analyses show that there are three main aspects in the development of tourism in Tomohon, namely provision and improvement of tourism facilities and infrastructure, provision of good information system and network to support the execution of tourism development policy, and local community reinforcement. The three aspects are explained as follows:

**Facilities and Infrastructure**

Road is the main component in tourism. Based on the data, the quality of roads in Tomohon shows important improvement. In 2006, the quality road was 121.85 km and in 2010, it was 225.34 km. Paved road increases in length, while dirt road decreases in length [17]. However, there is fluctuation in the length of gravel road (Table 1).
Improvement on Promotion System:

Development on promotion system can be done by improving database and information system related to tourism, conducting integrated promotion through Trade, Tourism and Investment (TTI), providing communicative websites to attract tourists, and developing quality and continuous network and relations. The promotion of tourism in Tomohon is actively done through national and international events such as Tomohon Flower Festival [18].

Local Community Empowerment:

The government of Tomohon is trying improving local community awareness and involvement in tourism development through many ways, such as providing fund for creative small-scale industries in tourism. Culture and local arts are the things to which government pays a lot of attention. Reinforcement must be given through trainings for artists and people involved in art and culture preservation.

Empowering local people in terms of arts and culture is crucial; and this can be seen from the fund allocated for tourism development in Tomohon [18]. One of the aspects to put culture as a priority in tourism development is the concern on Minahasa culture preservation.

With these three considerations, it is expected that Tomohon grow into a competitive and quality tourism destination based on local power and abilities. According to the tourism official document statement, this approach is particularly useful towards sustainable and competitive tourism destination. These aspects are believed as a foundation of future tourism development in Linow Lake.

3.3. Public responses toward the incentive system in tourism development

The local people around the lake understand that Linow Lake is being developed as one of the natural tourism object in Tomohon. The people also state that developing Linow Lake into a competitive tourism destination is important. They think that the local government needs to carry out efforts to preserve the lake and to make policy suitable with the purpose of developing Linow Lake into a competitive tourism destination. According to respondents, roads become such absolute need for tourism. As an example, the road from the gate of the village into Linow Lake, as long as 700 m, needs to be made wider to support tourist mobilization and to prevent accident.

Respondents stated that the main threat to the lake would be environment degradation. Thus, government needs to socialize the program of planting trees around the lake to the local people. To make it more effective, the government can establish regulations to prevent people from destroying the areas around the lake and damaging the lake itself. Many documents containing policy on tourism development in Tomohon, especially Linow Lake, are responded in different ways by the local people, as summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. The length of roads in Tomohon according to the kinds of road surface (km) Year 2006 - 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of Surface</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paved road</td>
<td>190.37</td>
<td>206.64</td>
<td>231.90</td>
<td>262.02</td>
<td>264.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel road</td>
<td>40.12</td>
<td>47.77</td>
<td>32.25</td>
<td>23.23</td>
<td>44.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirt road/path</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>65.45</td>
<td>68.95</td>
<td>56.65</td>
<td>64.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>314.86</td>
<td>319.86</td>
<td>333.10</td>
<td>341.90</td>
<td>372.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Sources: Tomohon in Figures in 2011)

Table 2. The perceptions of the local people toward the incentive system to improve the quality of tourism at Linow Lake (Range of Scores from 1 (Completely Bad/disagree) – 5 (Completely Good/Agree)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Incentive System</th>
<th>( \lambda )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The concern of Tomohon government toward the improvement of facilities and infrastructure at Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trainings for the management staff of Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Efforts to protect the lake from any kinds of cultivation which may harm the function and preservation of the lake</td>
<td>3,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The concern of Tomohon government toward roads around Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The development of Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Physical development of Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The promotion of Linow Lake as a tourism destination becomes more effective and efficient compared to promotion of other tourism destinations</td>
<td>3,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Subsidy for the development of Linow Lake</td>
<td>3,36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data Processed
Local community perception toward the incentive system in the sustainable tourism quality

From the table, it is clear that the local community can take advantages from the incentive program done by the government. The local people at least can feel the advantages from the socialization programs and trainings, as well as physical improvement. The government concerns in improving facilities and infrastructure, in developing human resources capability, and in preserving the ecosystem of the lake have gained such good appreciation from the local community. This means that the development of Linow Lake and its surrounding area as a tourism destination has fulfilled the aspects of sustainable development. Although maximum results have not yet been gained, the present strategies will lead Linow Lake to become a sustainable tourism destination and attraction. Experts state that in order to realize a sustainable, competitive, and attractive tourism destination, equality of economic, social, and environmental aspects is obviously important [19] [20].

The government of Tomohon allocated quite big fund for their tourism sector development in 2012. It is encompasses marketing development program (3.6 billions), destination development program (646 million), and networking development program (140 millions) [18]. The fund allocated for marketing is so huge, that is 83% from the total fund allocated for tourism sector development. However, the people of Tomohon think that their government needs to allocate bigger amount of fund in the future.

3.4. Perception Toward the Quality of Tourism Management at Linow Lake

The perceptions of the local people related to the quality of tourism management at Linow Lake are summarized in Table 3. From the table, the local people see the managerial function of the local government in building coordination and capacity improvement as good. Trainings for those in charge of tourism objects management around Tomohon can help to improve their performance.

Problem on the incentive system appears related to the direct effects experienced by the local people. The local people think that the economic impacts of the tourism development are not sufficient. Professionalism in the management of the lake also needs improvement. The concept of sustainable tourism is grasped in the mind of the people, yet its implementation needs some more revision.

Table 3. Local Community Perception on The Management of Linow Lake as a Tourism Object (Range of Scores from 1 (Completely Bad/disagree) – 5 (Completely Good/Agree)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Quality Aspects</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Coordination of management functions among each sector to develop Linow Lake</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Continuous training and education on tourism by the local government for local community</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Responsibility of Linow Lake managements to preservation of the lake</td>
<td>3.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Beauty and uniqueness of Linow Lake as one of its major attractions</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Accommodation and restaurants available around the lake affects the lives of the local people around the lake</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Behavior patterns and improvement of local community welfare</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Government concern on the improvement of the welfare of the people in the management board of Linow Lake</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Linow Lake as a tourism object has been managed professionally</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sumber: Data Processed

3.5. Gap in The Tourism Development

Related to policy in the development of sustainable tourism site, it seems that the local government is trying completing all the aspects required by that particular approach of sustainable tourism. The incentive system developed is also projected toward creating sustainable tourism, in which the development of tourism will not only increase the local government revenue, but also contribute to nature conservation and culture preservation for those living around the lake.

The incentive system developed is also made in line with the goal of sustainable tourism, in which the growth of tourism sector will not only increase government revenue, but also contribute to the culture of Minahasa and to the conservation of the environment around the lake. The incentive system designed by the local government is not optimal yet for some factors, such as policy related problems and weaknesses, the low capacity of human resources, imbalance fund allocation, and some other factors. There is not any comprehensive system and policy related to the management of tourism at Linow Lake. There is not any regulation established by the local government which can be a legal foundation for the lake to be an acknowledged tourism site and the ticket rate. Scholar point out that involving all stakeholders is very important [21].

Low human resources capacity, both the government staff and the local people, is the cause for low community participation [22] [23]. These people need to be introduced to skills and technology used in tourism management. Thus, the local government of Tomohon needs to hold trainings to teach their staff and local
community the skills and technology needed. This is mainly relevant since the role of information technology has become so dominant to win market competition these days.

Physical development in the tourism area has been done, yet lack of facilities and infrastructure still exists, especially those needed to guarantee the comfort and safety of the tourists. Those in charge of tourism management in this area can develop the basic infrastructure, such as opening up paths, shelters, security posts, as well as putting signs to warn and guide tourists on the way.

IV. CONCLUSION

Lake Linow is one of the natural tourism attractions in Tomohon which is potential to be developed further. The local government of Tomohon has implemented an incentive system to support the sustainable development of the lake so that it can produce higher revenue for the government and improve the welfare of the local people. The system is running well, yet its quality still needs revision and improvement. The local people think that non-physical aspects, such as management, need to be managed more professionally. In addition, intensive training and education related to the management of tourism objects must be done continuously.
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